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#CRITIQUE HACKS

HIERARCHY OF COMPETENCE

▸ Unconscious Incompetence 

▸ Conscious Incompetence 

▸ Conscious Competence  

▸ Unconscious Competence
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HIERARCHY OF COMPETENCE

▸ You don’t know what you don’t know. 

▸ You realize what you don’t know.  

▸ You know what you know and you know how to apply it. 

▸ You know it so well you don’t have to think about it.
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HIERARCHY OF WRITER SELF-ACTUALIZATION

▸ The Enthusiastic Novice  

▸ The Deer in the Headlights  

▸ The Working Writer  

▸ The Working Writer on a Good Day
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THE BINDER

▸ This writer plops their giant three-ring binder with their 
entire manuscript printed out onto the table, turns to page 
one, and proceeds to read from beginning to the end. 

▸ Be in the mindset to grow and learn from critique.  

▸ If you don’t apply one critique to the next submission, you 
will keep getting the same advice. 
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THE “STONE TABLET”

▸ Closely related to the Binder.  

▸ This writer is so in love with their idea that he digs in his 
heels and resists changing anything substantial. 

▸ While you can take pages out of a binder, there’s nothing 
to do but put a tablet away and start fresh. 
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THE MISUNDERSTOOD GENIUS

▸ If the whole room doesn’t get what you’re going for and 
you think they’re nuts, they’re not the one who’s nuts.
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THE LOW-HANGING FRUIT

▸ Your first idea is something you’ve seen before. 

▸ Your second idea is your version of something you’ve seen 
before. 

▸ Your third is a new idea.
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THE SINCEREST FLATTERER

▸ Imitation 

▸ Adaptation 

▸ Transformation
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THE PANDORA

▸ Don’t answer questions nobody asked. 

▸ The reader only needs to know as much as the character 
needs to know to accomplish their immediate goal. 

▸ As long at the story is moving, the reader will go along 
with a premise. But once you start overthinking it, the 
questions will multiply. 

▸ The more detailed your information, the more the reader 
will pick it apart.
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THE BEETLEJUICE

▸ The Beetlejuice telegraphs what is going to happen, then 
it happens, then they explain what just happened.  

▸ Like Coco Channel says of accessorizing—put on what you 
think you need, then take one thing off.
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THE PEN-DROPPER

▸ The pen-dropper sets their pen down when getting 
critique she doesn’t agree with, or from a source she 
doesn’t think has anything to tell her. 

▸ Listen to everyone, write everything down, even if you 
don’t initially agree. 
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THE LEAF IN THE WIND

▸ The Leaf in the Wind revises his chapter over and over 
based on the latest critique he’s received, then gets 
frustrated because he’s getting inconsistent advice.  

▸  Listen to everyone, but apply what fits your story and your 
voice. 

▸ If you don’t know what that is yet, make this work for you: 
take advice and over correct one way, then back the other, 
until you bracket the point of balance. 
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THE PARATROOPER

▸ The Paratrooper drops into a new scene or setting without 
putting it in context by touching on the goal of the scene.  

▸ (You will get better critique if you start at the beginning of 
scene and end at an end.) 

▸ Each scene has a scene goal, and a beginning, middle, and 
end.
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THE TOUR GUIDE

▸ The Tour Guide stops the action to describe each setting in 
exacting detail, with sidebars into history and society.  

▸ The Tour Guide may also put the brakes on to describe a 
character from head to toe, with or without their entire 
backstory.  

▸ The reader needs only the information that the character 
needs to know at that point in the story. 
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THE DECK CHAIR STEWARD ON THE TITANIC

▸ The DCSOTT focuses on the arrangement of chairs on a 
sinking ship. 

▸ A revision means more than line editing. 
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THE HOUSE-PAINTER

▸ The House Painter applies the rules indiscriminately 
without understanding the nuances. 

▸ “Was” is not the devil. Ly-words are not poison—they’re like 
cayenne pepper. A pinch brings out the other flavors, and 
too much and you can’t taste anything else.  

▸ Passive voice is not the disease; it’s a symptom of vague 
and generic writing.
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THE TAKE-AWAY

▸ Keep writing and don’t do it in a vacuum.  

▸ Stay open to new ideas and new ways of thinking about 
old ideas. 

▸ There are no absolutes. 

▸ If you think your book is perfect, you’re absolutely wrong.  

▸ But it doesn’t have to be perfect to be published.
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LOOK US UP OR DROP US A LINE.

Rosemary Clement-Moore 
Readrosemary.net 

Sally Ann Hamilton  
Sallyannhamilton.com 

https://readrosemary.wordpress.com
http://Sallyannhamilton.com

